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ABSTRACT This paper describes a method based on experimentally simple techniques—microcontact printing and micromolding in capillaries—to prepare tissue culture substrates in which both the topology and molecular structure of the interface can be controlled. The method combines optically transparent contoured surfaces with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiolates on gold to control interfacial characteristics; these tailored interfaces, in turn, control the adsorption of proteins and the attachment of cells. The technique uses replica molding in poly(dimethylsiloxane) molds having micrometer-scale relief patterns on their surfaces to form a contoured film of polyurethane supported on a glass slide. Evaporation of a thin (<12 nm) film of gold on this surface-contoured polyurethane provides an optically transparent substrate, on which SAMs of terminally functionalized alkanethiolates can be formed. In one procedure, a flat poly(dimethylsiloxane) stamp was used to form a SAM of hexadecanethiolate (HS(CH₂)₁₄CH₃); a SAM terminated in tri(ethylene glycol) groups was subsequently formed on the bare gold remaining in the grooves by immersing the substrate in a solution of a second alkanethiolate [HS(CH₂)₁₄O(CH₂CH₂)₃OH]. When this patterned substrate was immersed in a solution of fibronectin, the protein adsorbed only on the methyl-terminated plateau regions of the substrate [the tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated regions resisted the adsorption of protein]; bovine capillary endothelial cells attached only on the regions that adsorbed fibronectin. A complementary procedure confined protein adsorption and cell attachment to the grooves in this substrate.

This report describes a simple and general method to fabricate optically transparent surfaces contoured into grooves of defined size and shape and to use self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiolates on gold to control cell attachment to these substrates. We have used SAMs extensively to control the adsorption of proteins and the attachment of mammalian cells to planar surfaces (refs. 1-5; for pioneering work by other groups, see refs. 6-10). By patterning the formation of SAMs using microcontact printing (11, 12)—an experimentally simple and nonphotolithographic technique—into regions that promote or resist the adsorption of protein, the attachment of cells to surfaces could be confined to rows 10-100 μm wide (M.M., L.E.D., J. Tien, D.E.I., and G.M.W., unpublished results), or to islands, for the attachment of single cells (14). The present work extends this methodology to include control over the topology of surfaces used for cell culture; the method employs an elastomeric stamp having micrometer-scale patterns of relief to mold a thin film of polyurethane and SAMs to control the properties of these contoured surfaces. A number of groups have used contoured surfaces to study the effects of topography on cell alignment, migration, and metabolism (15-20); this work has demonstrated the importance of substrate topography in controlling the behavior of cells. The procedures used to fabricate the substrates used in these studies have three limitations: (i) The molecular properties of the surfaces are not well-controlled (nor can these properties be tailored easily). (ii) The substrates (silicon) are optically opaque, and attached cells cannot be visualized using conventional light microscopy. (iii) The preparation of the substrates requires photolithographic techniques that are not routinely available in biological laboratories. The methodology described in this report uses more flexible and convenient techniques for microfabrication—microcontact printing (11, 12) and micromolding in capillaries (21)—to create substrates contoured into grooves and plateaus. The methodology is general in that it allows surfaces having a variety of topologies to be fabricated easily, and it permits control at the molecular scale over the interfacial properties of the substrates.

SAMs of alkanethiolates on gold are prepared by immersing a substrate coated with a thin film of gold in an ethanolic solution of a long-chain alkanethiolate [HS(CH₂)ₙX, 10 < n < 25]. The sulfur atoms coordinate to the gold, and the terminal alkyl chains pack tightly: the terminal group, X, is confined to the interface between the SAM and the aqueous phase; the properties of the interface are dominated by the identity of this group (22-24).

For studies involving the attachment of cells, we have used glass slides coated with thin optically transparent films of gold (10-12 nm) (4). SAMs terminated in methyl groups are hydrophobic and adsorb protein quickly and irreversibly from solution. SAMs terminated in short oligomers of the ethylene glycol group [−S(CH₂)ₙ(CH₂CH₂)ₙOH, n = 2 to 7] resist completely the nonspecific adsorption of proteins; in situ, these SAMs resist even the adsorption of "sticky" proteins such as fibrinogen (3). For the same reason, SAMs in oligo(ethylene glycol) groups resist the attachment of cells—and the spreading of attached cells—over periods of several days in culture (M.M., L.E.D., J. Tien, D.E.I., and G.M.W., unpublished results; 14).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials Used in Fabrication. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was purchased from Dow Corning (Sylgard 184). PDMS stamps were prepared from photolithographically produced masters as described (11); flat stamps were prepared by casting the prepolymer against a clean silicon wafer (25). Silicon wafers were purchased from Silicon Sense (3-inch <111> orientation; 1 inch = 2.54 cm). Prepolyurethane

Abbreviations: SAM, self-assembled monolayer; PDMS, poly(dimethylsiloxane); BCE, bovine capillary endothelial.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fabrication of Substrates. Our method for fabrication of contoured substrates involved four steps (Fig. 1): (i) Prepara-

Fig. 1. Procedure for preparing contoured substrates. The method is explained in the text.

(Norland Optical Adhesive 68) was purchased from Norland Products (New Brunswick, NJ). Hexadecanethiol was pur-

Attachment of Cells to Substrates. The contoured substrates were placed in Petri dishes containing phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 20 ml; 10 mM sodium phosphate/100 mM sodium chloride, pH = 7.4). A solution of fibronectin (Organon Teknika–Cappel) in PBS (400 μl; 2.5 mg/ml) was added. After 2 hr, the solution was diluted by the addition of PBS (~200 ml) and the substrates were removed from solution under a stream of buffer and transferred immediately to Petri dishes containing defined medium [low-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)/10 mM Hepes/1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)/high density lipoprotein (10 μg/ml)/transferrin (10 μg/ml)/fibroblast growth factor (5 μg/ml)]. Bovine capillary endothelial (BCE) cells were plated on these substrates and maintained in culture for several days (37°C, 10% CO2/90% air) (27); the medium was initially exchanged 2 hr after inoculation with cells and then daily thereafter. After 3 days, the cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde and either stained for filamentous actin by using rhodaminated-phalloidin (Sigma) or sputtered with gold and observed by scanning electron microscopy.

tion of a master pattern in silicon by micromolding in capil-

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a contoured film of polyurethane supported on a glass slide (as in Fig. 1, part g). The contoured substrate was frozen in nitrogen, fractured along a plane perpendicular to the array of lines, and sputtered with gold (20 nm) prior to the electron microscopy.

To accomplish the first step, we prepared a PDMS stamp using the procedure described for microcontact printing (11). The stamp was placed on a silicon <111> wafer having a layer of silicon dioxide; the recessed features of the stamp formed a network of channels (Fig. 1). When a drop of polyurethane was placed on the wafer and in contact with the stamp, capillary action caused the liquid to fill the channels completely (arrow a). The prepolymer was cured with UV light and the stamp was removed from the surface to leave a pattern of the polymer at the surface (arrow b). This polymer protected the underlying SiO2 from dissolution in an aqueous solution of HF (1%); the exposed regions of silicon were then etched anisotropically in an aqueous solution of KOH (4 M, 15% isopropanol, 60°C) to give V-shaped grooves (arrow c) (28). A PDMS stamp was cast from this substrate (arrow d), peeled away (arrow e), and gently pressed onto a drop of liquid prepolyurethane on a glass coverslip (arrow f). The structure was cured under UV light with the stamp in place, and the stamp was then peeled away to give the contoured substrate (arrow g). Fig. 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of this fabricated substrate. This same PDMS stamp could be used to fabricate multiple substrates.

Evaporation of a thin layer of titanium (1.5 nm; to promote adhesion of the gold to the polyurethane) and a thin layer of gold (12 nm) provided a contoured substrate (arrow h) on which SAMs could be assembled. In one example, the plateaus of the substrate were derivatized selectively with a SAM of hexadecanethiolate by contact printing with a flat stamp (25) (arrow i); this procedure left the gold surface of the grooves unmodified (arrow j). A SAM terminated in tri(ethylene glycol) groups was formed in the grooves by immersing the substrate in a solution of the second alkanethiol (HS(CH2)11(OCH2CH2)3OH) (arrow k). Substrates having a reversed pattern of SAM were prepared by first printing the tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiol onto the plateaus and then immersing in a solution of hexadecanethiol.4

Directed Attachment of Cells. We examined the attachment of BCE cells on two fibronectin-coated contoured surfaces: one having ridges 25 μm wide and separated by V-shaped

4Ellipsometric measurements showed that microcontact printing of the tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiol resulted in < 50% formation of SAM. We determined empirically that it was necessary to repeat the microcontact printing three times before immersing the substrate in a solution of hexadecanethiol to passivate the ridges of the contoured substrates.
trenches of equal width and the second having ridges and grooves 50 μm wide. For all substrates, the attachment of cells depended strictly on the properties of the SAM and not on the topology of the substrate; SAMs presenting tri(ethylene glycol) groups resisted the adsorption of fibronectin and the subsequent attachment of BCE cells; fibronectin adsorbed to methyl-terminated SAMs and allowed efficient attachment of cells in these areas. Substrates modified uniformly with a SAM of hexadecanethiolate presented fibronectin at all regions and allowed efficient attachment of the BCE cells on both the plateaus and grooves, with little preference for either region (Fig. 3C). For substrates presenting fibronectin only on their plateaus, cells attached exclusively to the plateaus; no cells attached to the grooves presenting a SAM of tri(ethylene glycol) groups (Fig. 3C). For substrates whose grooves were coated with fibronectin, cells attached only to the sides of the grooves: many cells stretched across both sides of the grooves without contacting the bottom edge (Fig. 3B).

These contoured substrates have many characteristics that make them useful for experimental manipulation of cultured cells. Because the substrates are optically transparent, attached cells can be observed in culture using standard light microscopy. Fig. 4 shows optical micrographs of cells that were stained with Coomassie blue; cells were also visible by phase contrast without staining.

The gold-coated substrates are compatible with fluorescence microscopy. Fig. 4C shows a fluorescent micrograph of the filamentous actin network of cells confined to ridges after staining with rhodaminated-phalloidin. These substrates also have the stability required for use in cell culture. After 5 days, the BCE cells remained attached to the contoured substrates and continued to divide; the cells also did not invade regions that were modified with a SAM terminated in tri(ethylene glycol) groups.

SAMs of alkanethiols in this methodology provide many opportunities for tailoring the molecular structures of the surfaces to control their interfacial characteristics. For example, the properties of SAMs that present electroactive groups can be switched by applying a potential to the gold substrate (29, 30); the thin optically transparent films of gold used here still have the electrical conductivity of bulk gold (31). SAMs that present ligands of low molecular weight have been prepared for fundamental studies of bio-specific adsorption of proteins at interfaces (32). SAMs presenting chelates of Ni(II) are useful for immobilizing His-tagged proteins from cell extracts (33). A variety of analytical techniques—surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy (3, 32, 33), ellipsometry (1, 2), scanning electron microscopy (34), and quartz crystal microbalance (35)—can be used to study the interactions of proteins with SAMs on gold. SPR is especially useful because it is a noninvasive technique that can detect ~2% of a

---

**Fig. 3.** Scanning electron microscopy images of endothelial cells cultured on contoured substrates having ridges and grooves 25 μm wide. The substrates were tailored with SAMs presenting either methyl or tri(ethylene glycol)(EG₃OH) groups; fibronectin (FN) adsorbed only on the methyl-terminated regions; cells attached only to these regions presenting fibronectin. (A) The entire substrate presents fibronectin (FN). (B) Only the grooves present fibronectin. (C) Only the ridges present fibronectin. (D) None of the areas present fibronectin. After 2 days in culture, cells were fixed in Karnovsky's fixative, critical-point-dried, and sputtered with 20 nm of gold. The scale bar applies to all images.

**Fig. 4.** Optical micrographs of endothelial cells cultured on contoured substrates having ridges and grooves 50 μm wide. (A) The entire substrate was tailored with a SAM presenting methyl groups and fibronectin (FN). (B) Only the plateau regions were tailored with a SAM presenting methyl groups and fibronectin. Both photographs are at the same magnification and include an unpatterned planar region to the left. Cells were fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde and stained with 1:1 Giemsa/Coomassie. (C) Optical micrograph of endothelial cells attached on a contoured surface after fluorescence staining of the filamentous actin microfilaments with rhodaminated-phalloidin. The upper region shows cells on a planar unpatterned region and the lower region shows cells confined to a plateau 50 μm wide. Cells were fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde prior to staining with the phalloidin.
monolayer of protein, and it provides both kinetic and thermodynamic parameters.

In summary, this report describes a flexible methodology to prepare optically transparent contoured surfaces appropriate for fundamental studies of the relationships between the molecular structure and topology of a surface and the behavior of cells attached to the surface. This experimental system may also find use in applied cell culture, including the development of supports for the immobilization of cells in bioreactors and substrates for tissue engineering. The range of geometries of features that can be formed is limited only by the availability of appropriate master templates; these templates are often created using techniques common in microfabrication but are also available from other sources (e.g., diffraction gratings). This methodology can be used to prepare contoured substrates having features with dimensions down to the submicrometer range without requiring access to the special facilities and instrumentation used currently in microfabrication (13).
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